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AN ARC OF FINITE 2-MEASURE
THAT IS NOT RATIONALLY CONVEX

THOMAS BAGBY AND P. M. GAUTHIER

(Communicated by Clifford J. Earle, Jr.)

Abstract. A subset of C2 having the properties in the title is constructed.

If K is a compact subset of C" , let tt(AT) and pi±K) denote the polyno-

mially convex hull of K and the rationally convex hull of K, respectively.
We then have n(K) D piK) d K. If K has zero two-dimensional Hausdorff

measure, it is well known that p(K) = K. If Y is a compact Jordan arc (home-

omorph of [0, 1]) with finite one-dimensional Hausdorff measure, a deep result

of Alexander [A] states that n(Y) = Y. Thus Gamelin [G] has asked the fol-

lowing questions:

(1) If T is a compact Jordan arc in C" that has finite two-dimensional

Hausdorff measure, does it follow that p(Y) = T?

(2) If a £ i 1, 2] and T is a compact Jordan arc in C"  that has finite

a-dimensional Hausdorff measure, does it follow that n(Y) = T?

The purpose of this note is to point out that question 1 can be answered

by combining a recent theorem of Uy [U] with a well-known construction of

Wermer [W] and Rudin [R]. This also gives an answer to question 2 in case

a = 2.

Theorem. If n > 2, there exists a compact Jordan arc Y c C" that has finite

two-dimensional Hausdorff measure, but p(Y) ^¿ Y. (In particular, n(Y) ^Y.)

Proof. We may assume aj = 2. Let £ be a totally disconnected compact subset

of C with positive two-dimensional Lebesgue measure. From the theorem of Uy

[U] there exists a bounded Lipschitz function /:C->C such that the restriction

f\ c\e is holomorphic and nonconstant, and /(oo) = 0. We define M: C —> C2

by M(z) = ifiz), zfiz)), and note that M is injective on the complement

of /~'(0). Then the image X = M(E) is totally disconnected (in fact, if
Y denotes the quotient space obtained from E by identifying all points of

£n/_1(0), then Y is totally disconnected and M induces a homeomorphism

from Y onto X.) It then follows from a theorem of Antoine [An] that there

is a Jordan arc Y c C2 containing X such that Y\X is locally polygonal.
This property, and the fact that M is Lipschitz on E, show that the set Y =
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iY\X) U MÍE) has finite two-dimensional Hausdorff measure. Now using the

fact that the restriction of M to W = C\[E U /-1(0)] is an immersion, while

the set Y\X is locally rectifiable, we see that the set M(W)\(T\X) = MÍW)\T
is nonempty; we select a point to £ W such that Mico) & Y.

To complete the proof of the theorem, it suffices to show that M(co) £ p(Y).

If not, it is well known that there is a polynomial p on C2 that vanishes at

M(w) but never on Y. Then g = p o M: C —> C is continuous and g\ç,E is

holomorphic. Moreover, g never vanishes on E, so g vanishes in only finite

many points of C\E ; let these points be denoted (according to multiplicity)

by Çx = a), Ç2, ... ,Çr, where r > 1. Then A(z) = giz)/iz - fr)• • • (z - £.)
never vanishes on C, so there exists a continuous function H: C —> C such

that h = eH on C. We have now obtained a deleted neighborhood of infinity,

C\E, on which there are holomorphic functions h and H, such that h = eH

and A(cc) = 0 ; this is impossible, so the theorem is proved.
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